oncol lett 14: 8171-8177, 2017; DoI: 10.3892/ol.2017.7184 subsequently to the publication of the above article, the authors have realized that Figs. 1 and 2 contained incorrect gaPDh control bands; in particular, the same gaDPh bands had erroneously been included twice in Fig. 2 for experiments that involved two different cell lines. these gaPDh bands were included inadertently in this pair of figures owing to a mislabelling of the original data files.
the corrected versions of Figs. 1 and 2, as they should have appeared in the Journal, are shown opposite. all the authors agree to this corrigendum. note that the revisions made to these figures do not adversely affect the results reported in the paper, or the conclusions stated therein. the authors regret that these errors were not noticed prior to the publication of this article, and offer their apologies to the editor and to the readers of the Journal. 
